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Abstract 
 
 Parkinson’s disease (PD) is generally characterized by difficulty controlling muscle 
movements due to the loss of dopaminergic cells in the substantia nigra region of the brain. 
Additionally, the aggregation protein clusters known as Lewy bodies, otherwise known as 
phosphorylated 𝛼-synuclein, begins at the brainstem and progresses toward cortical regions of 
the brain as the disease progresses. 𝛼-synuclein has also been found in the retina of PD patients. 
PD patients often complain of vision problems, but there is little research in this area. Due to the 
pattern of 𝛼-synuclein aggregates in the cortical regions and the retina, it is possible that lower-
level and higher-level visual processing may be affected in patients with PD. 
 This study recruited 31 subjects with PD and 23 control subjects to participate at the 
Southern Arizona VA Health Care System in Tucson, Arizona. Each patient signed consent 
forms approved by the SAVAHCS IRB. A series of cognitive tasks that measured the function of 
the dorsal visual pathway, ventral visual pathway, executive function, low-level vision, general 
cognition and dexterity were administered to each subject. 
 It was found that subjects with PD have diminished low-level vision, processing in the 
dorsal visual pathway, general top-down executive function, and motor function. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



1. Introduction 
 
 Parkinson’s Disease (PD) is caused by a loss of dopaminergic cells in the substantia nigra 
region of the brain. While PD is defined as a movement disorder characterized by tremor and 
lack of coordinated movements, recent research has shown that a variety of non-motor 
symptoms, including visual dysfunction, occur in PD patients.  PD patients often complain of 
blurry vision, double vision, and difficulty reading.1 These observations give rise to the central 
theory that there are cortical brain regions—besides the basal ganglia dopaminergic neurons—
that are being affected by PD due to the presence of protein clusters known as Lewy bodies 
(more specifically known as phosphorylated 𝛼-synuclein).2 

The presence of Lewy bodies begins at the brainstem and gradually moves up to higher-
order areas of the brain.2 Motor symptoms do not develop until the progression of 𝛼-synuclein is 
in the third stage of the disease, at the substantia nigra and amygdala.2 After the third stage, 
Lewy bodies progress to the temporal cortex and eventually the neocortex.2 Additionally, the 
presence of phosphorylated 𝛼-synuclein in the retina has been found,3 but it is not clear to what 
extent this affects low-level or high-level visual processing. 
 There are two main pathways of higher-level visual processing: the ventral visual 
pathway (the “what” pathway) and the dorsal visual pathway (the “where” pathway). The ventral 
visual pathway is responsible for processing where an object is within the subject’s visual field, 
and the dorsal visual pathway is responsible for processing what a certain object is, including the 
identity of a face. Because the locations of these pathways lie in different locations in the 
cerebral cortex, it is possible to test one pathway at a time—ultimately determining if PD affects 
different areas of the cerebral cortex. 

Despite current research, an in-depth understanding of the visual processing impairment 
in PD is lacking. Described below is some evidence that gives rise for the need to study the 
ventral and dorsal visual pathways and their relationship to PD as a whole. This will give insight 
to other brain regions that are affected by PD, and ways to employ better strategies of early 
detection and treatment. 

Visual contrast sensitivity and color vision have been found to be reduced in PD patients, 
probably due to loss of dopaminergic amacrine cells in the retina.4 A preliminary study has been 
completed using an Apple iPad to test the contrast sensitivity of PD patients and controls by 
reading letters at 100% contrast (letters were solid black) and 2.5% contrast (letters were light 
gray).5 It was found that PD patients had significantly lower scores (indicating worse vision) for 
2.5% contrast at both 40 cm and 2 m reading distances, as well as at 100% contrast at 2 m 
reading distance compared to controls.5 Tests to measure contrast sensitivity, color vision, and 
visual field will be included in this study to determine if there is a correlation between low-level 
visual performance and higher-level processing within the same group of participants. 

As of now, little research has been done on PD patients on word, object, and facial 
recognition, which are representations of the ventral visual pathway (i.e., the “what” pathway) in 
the brain. The results of the preliminary study on contrast sensitivity discussed earlier validate 



the reason to further study the relationship between contrast sensitivity and higher-level ventral 
visual pathway functions such as reading and facial recognition.5 The first hypothesis of this 
study is that PD patients may have decreased ability to identify words, recognize objects, and 
name familiar faces of celebrities and politicians due to damage of the ventral visual pathway 
and not solely due to impairment of peripheral vision from retinal amacrine cell loss. It was 
found that patients with damage to the ventral visual pathway had difficulty with tasks involving 
complex visual stimuli such as word reading, object naming, and facial identification.6 To test 
this hypothesis, several tests will be employed to determine if there is a relationship between PD 
and performance on tests that target the ventral visual pathway. 

Additionally, the dorsal visual pathway (i.e., the “where” pathway) associated with 
spatially navigation and object localization in PD patients has not been extensively studied.  The 
dorsal visual pathway provides information to the fronto-parietal cortical networks, which is key 
for the use of cognitive maps.1 Similarly, this pathway operates in a manner that directs eye 
movement to the appropriate location for action.1 A preliminary study has been conducted on 
this pathway using the King-Devick test, which tests subjects’ ability to visually follow a series 
of numbers spaced across the iPad screen.7 The King-Devick test assesses the subjects’ ability to 
control spatial attention and eye movement, and it was found that PD patients were significantly 
slower when reading the numbers presented during the King-Devick test.7 The second hypothesis 
of this experiment predicts that patients with PD may have difficulty on visual search tasks such 
as the task of locating a given object/person within a photo of a realistic scene due to an 
inefficient oculomotor scanning strategy from impaired control of eye movement. To test this 
hypothesis, several tests will be employed to determine if there is a relationship between PD and 
performance on tests that target the dorsal visual pathway. 

Further, two cognitive screens were included. Visual hallucinations often occur in PD 
patients, but their relationship with visual process impairment is not well understood. A recent 
study illustrated a correlation between hallucinations and gray matter loss in the dorsal and 
ventral streams by magnetic resonance imaging among PD patients with comparable cognitive 
function8 but functional deficits in this patient population have not been thoroughly examined. 
Additionally, the Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA) was included to determine if 
performance on other visual tasks was correlated with general cognitive ability.9 Together, these 
tests will be used to determine any correlations between performance on visual tests and general 
cognition. 

Top-down executive function was measured using two tests: the Flanker test and the 
Saccade-Antisaccade Test. The Flanker test is used to measure inhibition of the upper extremities 
due to visual cues.10 The Saccade-Antisasccade test requires the participant to actively inhibit 
eye movement—and indication of executive function. Executive function is specifically 
important in PD because it is an indicator of a subject’s ability to inhibit motor movements. 

Motor function was tested using the Purdue Pegboard, which focuses on dexterity.11 The 
Beck Depression Inventory-II was included as a confounder to determine other factors that may 
affect subjects’ performance on the tests. 



Together, the variety of these tests will reveal any manner, if at all, that visual processing 
is impaired in PD. 

 
2. Subjects & Methods 
 
2.1 Subjects 
 

31 PD and 23 control subjects participated in the study at the Southern Arizona VA 
Health Care System (SAVAHCS) starting in June 2015 until April 2016. All participants signed 
written consent forms approved by the SAVAHCS IRBs. Subjects with PD were clinically 
diagnosed according to the UK Brain Bank criteria, and Dr. Tanya Lin confirmed the subjects’ 
diagnoses. Additionally, subjects with PD had mild to moderate PD; those with severe PD were 
not recruited for the study. Subjects with a history of blindness, macular degeneration, glaucoma, 
or cataracts were not included in the study. Subjects were encouraged to wear corrective lenses 
during all parts of the study, and subjects with PD were evaluated according to the Unified 
Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS) by Dr. Tanya Lin. Not all participants completed 
every test included in the study. 
 
2.2 Low-Level Vision: Contrast sensitivity, Color vision, and Visual Field tests 
 
2.2.1 Contrast Sensitivity test 

 
This test was administered on an iPad, and the patient was permitted to wear corrective 

lenses during this test. It consists of four sections: the first two sections are administered to the 
subject while the center of the iPad is a distance of 40 cm from the subject’s eyes. The second 
two sections are administered while the center of the iPad is a distance of 2 m from the subject’s 
eyes. A tape measure was used to verify the distance. 

During the first section, subjects were instructed to dictate a series of letters on the screen 
at 100% contrast (i.e., the letters were a solid black color and the background was white) with 
both eyes open (Fig. 1). The experimenter continued to tab through the test until the subject 
dictated one letter incorrectly. After that, the experimenter presented another trial of letters at the 
same size. If the patient continued to dictate at least one letter incorrectly, the experimenter 
notated the smallest size of letter that the subject was able to dictate, including the number of 
mistakes on that row. Then, while keeping the screen at a distance of 40 cm from the subject’s 
eyes, the experimenter changed the contrast to 2.5% (i.e., the letters were a very light gray color 
and the background was white) and made the size of the letters large again. The test was repeated 
at 2.5% contrast using the same procedure as previously described. 

After the first section was completed, the experimenter moved the iPad to a distance of 2 
m away from the subject’s eyes, and the entire process—dictating letters at 100% contrast 
sensitivity and then at 2.5% contrast sensitivity—was repeated. 



To score the test, the number of letters each participant was able to dictate at each 
contrast and each distance was recorded (therefore, four scores were recorded). 

 

 
Figure 1. Subjects dictated letters at 40 cm and 100% contrast. 

 
 
 
2.2.2 Farnsworth-Munsell 100 Hue test 
 
 The Farnsworth-Munseel 100 Hue test was administered on the laptop computer using 
the website http://www.xrite.com/online-color-test-challenge (Fig. 2). During this test, subjects 
were not timed. Subjects were shown a screen with four rows, each row containing a series of 
randomly assorted color blocks. The subject was instructed to use the mouse to drag-and-drop 
the color blocks in order to arrange the color blocks in hue order; the blocks on the far left end 
and far right end of each row could not be moved on the mouse. The blocks on the end were used 
as reference points for each row. 
 Once complete, the test was scored by the website. The subjects received a score that 
correlated to the number of color blocks they misplaced. They received a greater number of 
points for blocks that were placed more spaces away from where they should have correctly been 
placed. The addition of the points from all mistakes was equal to the subject’s total score, 
indicating the subject’s ability to distinguish slight changes in hues of each color. 
 



 
Figure 2. The Farnsworth-Munsell 100 Hue Test was administered to subjects on the computer.  

Using the mouse, subjects arranged the hues in each row in order. 
 
2.2.3 Visual Field test 
 

The visual field of each subject was evaluated. The experimenter sat across the room 
from the subject and held out his or her arms. The subject was instructed to focus on the 
experimenter’s face. Then, the experimenter moved the fingers on either the right or left hand. 
The subject was then instructed to point to the direction that the experimenter’s hands moved. 
The experimenter moved his or her hands to all positions, with respect to his or her body: top 
left, top right, middle left, middle right, bottom left, and bottom right. Subjects were evaluated 
according to their ability to focus on the face of the experimenter and point in the direction that 
the experimenter’s hands were moving. Any inability to do this was noted, including the 
quadrant of the subject’s field that was impaired. 
 
2.3 Ventral Visual Pathway: Word length, Living-Nonliving, Famous Faces, and Jane Faces 
tests 
 
2.3.1 Word Length test 
  
 This task was administered using the computer program E-Prime 2.0. Subjects were 
shown a total of 160 words: 40 words were four letters, 40 words were five letters, 40 words 
were six letters, and 40 words were seven letters in length. The test did not present the words in 
any particular order. Subjects saw one word at a time for 500 msec per word. Subjects were 
instructed to read the word aloud as quickly and accurately as possible. Subjects were given five 
practice words before starting the test. A voice recording of each subject’s response was taking, 
and MATLAB was later used to calculate the response time for each word. The response time for 
each word and total accuracy were recorded. Only words identified correctly were used when 



calculating average RT for each classification of letter length. Responses that took longer than 10 
seconds to identify were not included, even if the identification was correct. 
 
2.3.2 Living-Nonliving test 
 
 This test was administered using the computer program E-Prime 2.0. Subjects saw one 
picture at a time on the computer screen, either of a living object such as an animal or of a 
nonliving object such as a tool or household item (Fig. 3). Subjects were instructed to identify 
the object with their voice as quickly and accurately as they could. Subjects were warned that 
each picture would only be displayed on the screen for a limited amount of time. Subjects were 
given five practice pictures and 64 test pictures; 32 of the test pictures were of living objects and 
32 of the test pictures were of nonliving objects. The subjects’ RT and accuracy for living 
objects and nonliving objects were recorded. Responses that took longer than 10 seconds to 
identify were not included, even if the identification was correct. 
 

 
Figure 3. A sample of objects that subjects needed to identify for the Living-Nonliving test.  

Subjects saw one picture at a time. 32 pictures were of living objects and 32 pictures were of nonliving objects. 
 
2.3.3 Famous Faces test 
 
 This task was administered using the computer program E-Prime 2.0. Subjects were 
shown the faces of musicians, actors or actresses, or politicians for 500 msec per face (Fig. 4). 
The faces were primarily of people that were famous between the 1980s and early 2000s, with 
the exception of politicians that are currently in office. Subjects were instructed to identify the 
face as quickly and accurately as possible. Subjects were given five practice trials and 30 test 
trials. A voice recording of each subject’s response was taken, and MATLAB was later used to 
calculate the response time (RT) for each trial. The response time for each trial and total 
accuracy were recorded. Responses that took longer than 10 seconds to identify were not 



included, even if the identification was correct. Only faces identified correctly were used when 
calculating average RT. 
 

 
Figure 4. A sample of faces that subjects had to identify for the Famous Faces test. Subjects saw one face at a time. 
 
2.3.4 Jane Faces test 
 
 This test was administered using the computer program E-Prime 2.0. To explain the test, 
subjects were first shown an array of pictures of the same person (Fig. 5). Certain characteristics 
on the person had been changed: the subject was shown that characteristics of the person’s 
features (darkness of her eyes and lips) had been changed. Next, the subject was shown that 
spacing between features on the person’s face had been changed; for example, the distance 
between the person’s eyes, eyes and nose, nose and mouth, mouth and eyes, etc. had been 
manipulated. Finally, the subject was shown that the contour of the person’s jaw had been 
changed. 
 For the first portion of the test, subjects were shown two faces at a time and instructed to 
indicate if the faces were the same or different (Fig. 6). Subjects were told that all faces would be 
of the same person but that some of the pictures contained slight differences that were discussed 
earlier. Subjects were notified that both their accuracy and RT would be evaluated for this test; 
therefore they needed to answer as quickly and accurately as possible. Subjects pressed the F key 
on the keyboard to indicate faces that were the same and the J key to indicate faces that were 
different. To simplify this, a sticker with the letter S (for “same”) was placed on the F key and a 
sticker with the letter D (for “different”) was placed on the J key. Subjects were given a practice 
trial for this portion of the test. 
 After completion of the first portion of the test, pictures of more women were added to 
the test for the “Cousins” portion (Fig. 7). Subjects were instructed to continue to assess the faces 
and indicate if the faces were the same or different. Subjects were also told that a few more 
women would be added to the test and that features on their faces would be changed as well. 



 For the first portion of the test, data was split into three categories: differences pertaining 
to changes in features, spacing, and contour of the jaw. The RT and accuracy for each of these 
categories was analyzed. For the second portion of the test, only RT and accuracy for all data 
collected was analyzed; the data was not split into categories. 

 
Figure 5. To explain the test, subjects were first shown this array of faces. 

The pictures are all of the same person but have small variations in features of the face (top row), spacing of the 
features (middle row), or contour of the jaw (bottom row). 

 

 



Figure 6. For the first portion of the test, subjects were shown two faces at a time and instructed to indicate if the 
faces were the same or different. The RT and accuracy was recorded. 

 

 
Figure 7. For the second portion of the test, pictures of more women were added to the test. 

This is known as the Cousins portion. 
 
2.4 Dorsal Visual Pathway: King-Devick, Indoor-Outdoor Scenes, and Cancellation tests 
 
2.4.1 King-Devick test 
 
 This test was administered on an iPad at a distance of 16 inches from the subject’s eyes. 
This test consisted of a total of four screens: one demonstration screen and three test screens 
(Fig. 8). On each screen, a series of numbers was displayed on the screen. At the beginning of 
the test, the numbers were separated by a series of lines to help guide the subject’s eye. The 
subject was instructed to dictate the numbers as if they were reading a page in a book: starting at 
the top left, reading that row, reading the row immediately beneath it from left to right, and so 
on. Once the test screen was administered and all questions were answered, the subject dictated 
the three test screens while being timed. The subject was instructed to go as quickly as possible 
without making mistakes. As the screens progressed, the lines to guide the subject’s eye went 
away and the rows of numbers got closer together. The total time it took the subject to dictate the 
three screens and the number of mistakes the subject made while dictating the three screens was 
recorded. After, the subject dictated the three test screens again and the reading time and 
mistakes were recorded. 
 



 
Figure 8. The King-Devick test consists of one demonstration screen and three test screens.  

Subjects must dictate the numbers starting at the top left. 
 
2.4.2 Indoor Outdoor Scenes test 
 
 This test was administered on the computer using PowerPoint and a stopwatch. Subjects 
were shown a detailed picture and instructed to find a specific object from the picture (Fig. 9). 
Once prompted to find the object, the experimenter started his or her stopwatch and timed the 
subject until the subject found the specific object. Six pictures were shown to the subject and no 
practice was given for this task. If a subject could not find the object, the subject was given an 
RT of 90 seconds for that picture. The RT for each picture was recorded. 



 
Figure 9. A sample of prompts and images shown to subjects. Subjects saw one slide at a time.  

Subjects needed to identify the specific object indicated in the prompt. 
 
2.4.3 Cancellation test 
 
 This test was administered to subjects on paper. This test includes three parts: the Alberts, 
the Letter, and the Mesulum Shape tests. The amount of time it took each subject to complete 
each part was recorded. 
 For the Alberts section, the subjects were instructed to cross out all of the lines that they 
saw on the paper (Fig. 10). For the Letter section, the subjects were instructed to cross out all of 
the letter A’s they saw on the paper—however, many other letters were scattered across the 
paper, too (Fig. 11). For the Mesulam Shape, the subjects were instructed to cross out the 
“mesulum shapes” that they saw on the paper (the mesulam shape is depicted by a circle with 
evenly-spaced lines protruding from it with a diagonal line positioned across the center). Again, 
many other types of shapes were scattered across the paper as well (Fig. 12). 
 The tests were scored using the Cancellation computer program. There was a total of 41 
lines, 60 letter A’s, and 60 mesulam shapes the subject needed to cross out. The specific line, 
letter, or mesulam shape that each subject did not cross out was recorded using the Cancellation 
computer program and used to analyze any hemispheric deficits the subject may have in his or 



her visual field. Additionally, the total percentage of objects the subject found and the time the 
subject took for each test was recorded. 
 

 
Figure 10. Alberts cancellation test. Subjects were instructed to cross out all lines they saw on this paper. 

 

 
Figure 11. Letter cancellation test.  

Subjects were instructed to cross out every letter A they saw on this piece of paper. 
 



 
Figure 12. Mesulam Shape cancellation test. Subjects were instructed to cross out all of the mesulam shapes they 
could find on this piece of paper. (The mesulam shape is depicted by a circle with evenly-spaced lines protruding 

from it with a diagonal line positioned across the center.) 
 
2.5 Cognition: North East Visual Hallucination Interview and Montreal Cognitive Assessment 
 
2.5.1 North-East Visual Hallucination Interview 
 
 Subjects were administered the North-East Visual Hallucination Interview (Fig. 13). The 
experimenter asked the subject four yes-or-no questions, which the subject answered to the best 
of his or her knowledge. If “yes” was answered to any one of the four questions, the 
experimenter proceeded to complete the rest of the interview. If “no” was answered to all four 
questions, the interview was stopped. Subjects’ responses were grouped into one of three 
categories: no visual hallucinations or illusions, visual illusions only, and visual hallucinations 
only. Subjects who reported having hallucinations while taking medication or while being 
extremely sleep-deprived were put into the “no visual hallucinations or illusions” category. 
 



 
Figure 13. The first portion of the North-East Visual Hallucination Interview. 

 
2.5.2 Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA) 
 
 The MoCA test was administered to subject on pen and paper (Fig. 14). The test used in 
order to measure subjects’ proficiency in a variety of categories in a short amount of time. 
 Visuospatial/Executive Function. Subjects were instructed to connect lines between 
circles that either contained a number or a letter. Subjects were instructed to alternate between 
number and letter in numerical and alphabetical order. One point was given if the subject 
completed this task correctly. 

Subjects were shown a picture of a three-dimensional cube. The subject was instructed to 
draw the cube as it appeared to them. One point was awarded if the cube was drawn correctly. 

Subjects were instructed to draw a picture of a clock and label the hours. Next, the 
subject was instructed to draw the hands of the clock at “ten-past-eleven.” One point was 
awarded if the contour of the clock was circular, one point was awarded if the numbers were 
placed in the correct place, and one point was awarded if the hands were placed in the correct 
position. 
 Naming. Subjects were instructed to name animals. They were shown a picture of a lion, 
a rhinoceros, and a one-hump camel. One point was awarded for each animal correctly named. 
Using the name “rhino” instead of rhinoceros was considered correct. Additionally, the name 
“dromedary” was also considered correct as it is an alternative name for a one-hump camel. 
 Memory. Subjects listened to a list of five words that the experimenter read out loud. The 
words were face, velvet, church, daisy, and red. The subject was instructed to repeat the words 
back to the experimenter. After, the experimenter read the words again and the subject was 
instructed to repeat them again. The subject was instructed to remember these words for later in 
the test. No points were awarded for this section. 



 Attention. Subjects listened to a series of five digits and were instructed to repeat the 
digits back to the experimenter in the order they were presented. Then, subjects listened to a 
series of three digits and were instructed to repeat the digits back to the experimenter in 
backwards order with respect to the order in which they were presented. One point was given for 
correct repetition of the digits in forward order; one point was given for correct repetition of 
digits in backward order. 
 Subjects were instructed to tap their hand on the desk every time they heard the 
experimenter say “A” as he or she read a list of letters. One point was awarded if no errors or one 
error was made. 
 Subjects were instructed to start at 100 and subtract 7. From that number, subjects were 
then subject 7 again, and so on. Subjects only needed to subtract five times. Three points were 
awarded for four or five correct subtractions, two points were awarded for two or three correct 
subtractions, and one point was awarded for one correct subtraction. 
 Language. Subjects were instructed to listen to a sentence and then repeat it back to the 
experimenter. Then, subjects were instructed to listen to another sentence and repeat it back to 
the experimenter again. One point was awarded for each sentence correctly repeated. It was 
important for the experimenter to correctly pronounce each word in the sentence to ensure the 
subject heard it clearly. 
 Subjects were instructed to verbally list as many words that begin with the letter F as they 
could think of in a minute. Proper nouns did not count, and words that were singular and then 
listed as plural only counted once. The experimenter wrote each word down as the subject spoke. 
One point was awarded if 11 or more words were listed. 
 Abstraction. Subjects were instructed to identify the similarity between two words. The 
subject was given the example of a banana and an orange, which are both fruits. Two sets of 
words were presented to the subject; one point was awarded for each abstraction that was 
identified. 
 Delayed Recall. Subjects were instructed to recall the five words they memorized earlier 
in the test. One point was awarded for each word correctly recalled without any cues. For each 
word that the subject could not recall, a category cue was presented to help the subject remember 
the word. If the subject still could not recall the word, the subject was given several words to 
choose from, one of which being the correct answer. One point was awarded per word that was 
correctly recalled without any cues. 
 Orientation. Subjects were instructed to correctly identify the current year, month, date, 
day of the week, city they were in, and place they were currently at. One point was awarded for 
each correct answer. 
 At the end of the test, all points were totaled. The test was measured out of 30 points; a 
score of 26 or higher was normal. Subjects that had less than or equal to 12 years of education 
were given an extra point. 
 



 
Figure 14. The Montreal Cognitive Assessment was administered to each subject on paper. 

 
2.6 Top-Down Executive Function: Flanker and Saccade-Antisaccade Tests 
 
2.6.1 Flanker test 
 
 This test was administered on the computer using the program E-Prime 2.0. Subjects saw 
5 arrows in a row on the screen, either pointing to the left or the right. Sometimes all of the 
arrows pointed in the same direction (i.e., all arrows were congruent; Fig. 15) while at other 
times the middle arrow pointed opposite to the arrows to the left and right of it (i.e., the arrows 
were incongruent; Fig. 16). 
 Subjects were instructed to indicate the orientation of the middle arrow using the “right 
arrow” and “left arrow” keys on the keyboard. Subjects were told that the arrows to the right and 
left of the middle arrow were meant to distract them; only paying attention to the middle arrow 
was emphasized. Subjects were given a practice trial for this test. The subject’s RT and accuracy 
were measured for both congruent and incongruent trials. 
 
 



 
Figure 15. Congruent arrows: all arrows are pointing in the same direction. 

 

 
Figure 16. Incongruent arrows: the center arrow is pointing opposite to all other arrows. 

 
2.6.2 Saccade-Antisaccade test 
 
 This task was administered using the computer program E-Prime 2.0 and a paper score 
sheet (Fig. 17). The test was split into two portions: the saccade portion and the antisaccade 
portion. For the saccade portion, the subject saw a dot appear in the center of the screen. The dot 
moved to either the left or right side of the screen, and the subjects were instructed to move their 
eyes in the direction the dot moved without moving their head. The experimenter, sitting on the 
opposite side of the screen, notated the subjects’ eye movements on a score sheet. There was no 
practice for this portion of the task; 10 test trials were administered. 
 For the antisaccade portion, the subjects saw the dot move in a similar manner as the 
previous portion—either to the left or the right side of the screen. The subject was instructed to 
look in the opposite direction that the dot moved. The experimenter recorded the subject’s initial 
eye movement on the score sheet, even if the subject’s eye movements were quick or subtle. The 
principles of leaving the dot in the subject’s peripheral vision and inhibiting the urge to look at 
the dot were emphasized for this test. There was one practice trial for this portion of the task; 
after practice, two sets of 20 trials were administered. 
 



 
Figure 17. The Saccade-Antisaccade paper scoresheet was used by the experimenter to record the direction that the 
subject’s eyes moved. The white spaces represent the direction that the dot moved to and the gray spaces represent 

the direction that was left empty from the experimenter’s point of view. 
 
2.7 Motor Function: Purdue Pegboard 
 
2.7.1 Purdue Pegboard test 
 
 This task was performed using the Purdue Pegboard (Fig. 18). Subjects were instructed to 
place pegs from a holding area on the right side of the board into the right column using their 
right hand. The subjects were also instructed to only pick up one peg at a time and to let go of 
any pegs they dropped. The subjects were given time to practice with five pegs, and then they 
were given 30 seconds to place pegs in the holes on the right column using their right hand. 
Then, the process was repeated using the left hand, left holding area of pegs, and left column of 
the pegboard. After that, the process was repeated using both hands. For scoring, the number of 
pegs placed in the right and left columns were recorded, and the number of pairs placed in the 
columns using both hands was also recorded. 
 



 
Figure 18. The Purdue Pegboard test was completed using this board. 

 
 
3. Results 
 
3.1 Low-Level Vision: Contrast sensitivity, Color vision, and Visual Field tests 
 
 Low-level vision was measured using the Contrast Sensitivity test, Farnsworth-Munsell 
100 Hue Test, and visual field test. Overall, PD subjects did not perform significantly different 
compared to control subjects. All subjects could see all regions of their visual field, confirmed by 
the visual field test. 
 PD subjects performed significantly different on all portions of the Contrast Sensitivity 
test except 2m at 100% (Fig. 19). The p-values of the variations 40 cm/2.5%, 40 cm/100%, 2 
m/100% contrast, and 2 m/2.5% contrast were 0.0010, 0.0129, 0.0551, and 0.0167, respectively. 
The percent decrease is also plotted on the graph—this value indicates the decrease in letters 
participants were able to read between the 100% contrast and 2.5% contrast trials at each 
distance. The percent decrease at 2 m was significant (p = 0.0224) while the percent decrease at 
40 cm was not (p = 0.0887). This value is useful because it sets each subject’s performance at 
100% contrast as a baseline and measures the amount of decrease from there. 
 



 
Figure 19. The mean percentage of letters read during the Contrast Sensitivity test at distances of 40 cm and 2 m 
and contrasts of 100% and 2.5%. 
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 Controls could distinguish color hues significantly different than PD subjects on the 
Farnsworth-Munsell 100 Hue test (p = 0.0026) (Fig. 20). Note that a lower score indicates that 
the subject can distinguish between hues more easily. 
 

 
Figure 20. Control subjects performed significantly different compared to PD subjects on the Farnsworth-Munsell 
100 Hue test. Note that a lower score indicates the subject is able to distinguish between hues more easily. 
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3.2 Ventral Visual Pathway: Word length, Living-Nonliving, Famous Faces, and Jane Faces 
tests 
 

Function of the ventral visual pathway was measured using the Word Length test, Living-
Nonliving test, Famous Faces test, and Jane Faces test (Fig. 21 and Fig. 22). Out of all tests that 
measured the ventral visual pathway, only subjects’ ability to distinguish between spacing, 
features, and cousins on the Jane Faces test was significantly different. 
 

 
Figure 21. PD subjects only performed significantly slower on the Spacing and Cousins portions of the Jane Faces 
test. 
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Figure 22. PD subjects only performed significantly less accurately on the Feature and Spacing portion of the Jane 
Faces test. 

 
The control group did not perform significantly differently on the Word Length test 

compared to the PD group for both RT and accuracy categories (Fig. 23). Although both groups 
had slightly increasing RTs as the length of the word increased (Fig. 24), it was not significant. 
Similarly, both groups had slightly decreasing accuracies as the length of the word increased 
(Fig. 25), but this was also not significant. 
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P-Values of Word Length Test 

 4 Letters in 
Length 

5 Letters in 
Length 

6 Letters in 
Length 

7 Letters in 
Length 

Mean RT 0.1475 0.1991 0.0852 0.2801 

Accuracy 0.3500 0.7057 0.8742 0.7070 

Figure 23. P-values for mean RT and accuracy on the Word-Length test. Groups did not perform significantly 
different in any category. 
 

 
Fig. 24. Although both groups had greater RTs as word length increased, there was no significant difference 
between groups. 
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Fig. 25. Although both groups had decreasing accuracies as word length increased, there was no significant 
difference between groups. 
 
 There was no significant difference on the Living-Nonliving test between control subjects 
and PD subjects. When considering RTs (Fig. 26), both groups took about 100 msec longer to 
identify living objects, but the difference between the groups was not significant (Living: p = 
0.5178, Nonliving: p = 0.3611). When considering accuracies (Fig. 27), PD subjects were 
slightly more accurate than control subjects when identifying living objects, but control subjects 
were more accurate than PD subjects when identifying nonliving objects (Living: p = 0.9826, 
Nonliving: p = 0.4960). 
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Figure 26. Although both groups took about 100 msec longer to identify living stimuli on the Living-Nonliving test, 
there was no significant difference between groups. 
 

 
Figure 27. There was no significant difference between group accuracy on the Living-Nonliving test. 
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There was no significant difference between groups on the Famous Faces Test (Fig. 28 & 
Fig. 29); the p-value for the mean RT was 0.3370 and the p-value for the mean accuracy was 
0.1243. 
 

 
Figure 28. Subjects’ RTs were not significantly different between groups on the Famous Faces test (p = 0.3370). 
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Figure 29. Subjects’ accuracies were not significantly different between groups on the Famous Faces test (p = 
0.1243). 
 
 The Jane Faces Test did have some significant differences between control and PD 
groups: PD subjects had a significantly slower RT (Fig. 30) and were significantly less accurate 
(Fig. 31) when analyzing the spacing between features on the faces (RT: p = 0.0477, accuracy: p 
= 0.0037). Additionally, PD subjects were significantly slower than controls on the Cousins 
portion of the test (p = 0.0342) and less accurate on the feature portion of the test (p = 0.0490). 
No other types of analyses were significantly slower or less accurate. 
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Figure 30. PD subjects were significantly slower than controls when identifying differences between spacing on the 
Jane Faces test. Additionally, PD subjects were significantly slower than controls on the Cousins portion of the test. 
 

 
Figure 31. PD subjects were significantly less accurate when identifying differences between features and spacing 
on the Jane Faces test. 
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3.3 Dorsal Visual Pathway: King-Devick, Indoor-Outdoor Scenes, and Cancellation tests 
  
 Function of the dorsal visual pathway was measured using the King-Devick test, Indoor-
Outdoor Scenes test, and Cancellation test (Fig. 32). 7 of 11 test variations were statistically 
significant. 
 

 
Figure 32. Displayed above is a summary of mean RTs of all tests pertaining to the dorsal visual pathway. All test 
RTs were statistically significant except for the Indoor-Outdoor Scenes test. A summary of mean accuracy of the 
dorsal visual pathway tests was not included because the Cancellation Tests were the only tests where accuracy was 
measured. 
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PD subjects performed the King-Devick test significantly slower than the control subjects 
(p = 0.0022) (Fig. 33).  
 

 
Figure 33. PD subjects performed significantly slower than controls on the King-Devick test (p = 0.0022). 
 
 Below is a graph of the total RTs for the Indoor-Outdoor Scenes test; the values 
displayed are means of the total amount of time it took the participants to find all six objects 
(Fig. 34). The difference in RTs of controls compared to PD subjects was almost statistically 
significant (p = 0.0639), but not enough to claim there is a true difference between the groups. 
One thing to note are the high amounts of variability in these results—some subjects found the 
objects very quickly while others took a long time to find the object. 
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Figure 34. PD subjects were took a significantly longer amount of time to identify objects in pictures 1, 4, and 5. 
Additionally, PD subjects were significantly slower than control subjects when comparing total averages across all 
pictures. 
 
 PD subjects completed all three cancellation tests with significantly more time compared 
to controls (Alberts: p = 0.0002, Letter: p = 0.0007, Mesalum: p = 0.0048) (Fig. 35). There was 
no significant difference in accuracies between groups on the cancellation tests (Fig. 36). This 
could possibly be due to the difference in dexterity between subjects with PD and without PD. 
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Figure 35. PD subjects took significantly longer to complete all three cancellation tests. 
 

 
Figure 36. Groups were not significantly different in any category for the accuracy on the cancellation tests. 
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3.4 Cognition – North East Visual Hallucination Interview and Montreal Cognitive Assessment 
 
 In order to measure general cognition, the North East Visual Hallucination Interview and 
the Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA) were administered to participants. A slightly 
greater percentage of PD participants reported having experienced visual hallucinations or visual 
illusions, and there was no significant difference in MoCA scores between groups. 

30.43% of controls (7 out of 23 participants) and 48.39% of PD subjects (15 of 31 
participants) reported having either visual illusions or visual hallucinations (Fig. 37). 

 

 
Figure 37. 7 of 23 (30%) control subjects and 15 of 31 (48%) PD subjects report having seen visual hallucinations 
or visual illusions. 
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 The MoCA yielded similar results for both the PD and control groups in all categories 
(Fig. 38). All categories were not statistically significant, including overall scores. 
 

 
Figure 38. Mean scores on the MoCA test were not significantly different for any category, including overall scores. 
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3.5 Top-Down Executive Function: Flanker and Saccade-Antisaccade Tests 
 
 The Flanker test and the Saccade-Antisaccade tests were used to measures top-down 
executive function (Fig. 39). 
 

 
Figure 39. PD participants performed significantly less accurately on congruent trials of the Flanker test and both 
trials of the Antisaccade Test. 
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On the Flanker test, PD subjects had significantly slower RTs on both the congruent (p = 
0.0070) and incongruent trials (p = 0.0084) compared to controls (Fig. 40). Interestingly, PD 
subjects were significantly less accurate on congruent trials (p = 0.0100) but not significantly 
less accurate on incongruent trials (p = 0.6893) compared to control subjects (Fig. 41). 
 

	
Figure 40. PD subjects had significantly greater RTs on both congruent and incongruent trials of the Flanker test 
compared to control subjects. 
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Figure 41. Control subjects only had significantly greater accuracies on the congruent trials, but differences on the 
incongruent trials were not significant. 
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 PD subjects exhibited significantly less accuracy on both Antisaccade trials (Antisaccade 
trial 1: p = 0.0025, Antisaccade trial 2: p = 0.0021) (Fig. 42). There was no significant difference 
on the Saccade trial between PD subjects and control subjects. 
 

 
Figure 42. PD participants had significantly less accuracy on both Antisaccade trials compared controls. 
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3.6 Motor Function: Purdue Pegboard 
 
 PD participants placed significantly less pegs in the pegboard compared to controls (p = 
5.19354 E-06) (Fig. 43). 
 

 
Figure 43. PD participants placed significantly less pins in the Purdue Pegboard compared to controls. 
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 A summary of all the cognitive tests, and if they were statistically significant, is displayed 
below: 
 

Cognitive Test P < 0.05 Not Significant 
Low-Level Vision 

Contrast Sensitivity ‡  
Farnsworth-Munsell 100 Hue Test ‡  

Ventral Visual Pathway 
Word Length Test  ‡ 

Living-Nonliving Test  ‡ 
Jane Faces Test ‡  

Famous Faces Test  ‡ 
Dorsal Visual Pathway 

King-Devick Test ‡  
Indoor-Outdoor Scenes Test  ‡ 

Cancellation Test ‡  
Cognition 

Montreal Cognitive Assessment  ‡ 
Top-Down Executive Function 

Flanker Test ‡  
Saccade-Antisaccade Test ‡  

Motor Function 
Purdue Pegboard ‡  

 
 
4. Discussion 
 
4.1 Low-Level Vision 
 
 The ability of all subjects to see all quadrants of their visual field ruled out the possibility 
that performance on any test could be due to the participant’s inability to see or process 
information in part of his or her visual field. 
 Based on subjects’ performance on the Contrast Sensitivity and Farnsworth-Munsell 100 
Hue tests, we can claim that low-level vision is affected by PD. On the Contrast Sensitivity test, 
PD subjects could read significantly less letters at 2.5% contrast compared to 100% contrast at 
both 40 cm and 2 m compared to control subjects. PD subjects also read significantly less letters 
at 100% contrast at 40 cm; the visual acuity at 100% and 2 m was not statistically significant. 
This indicates that visual acuity in general may be affected by PD—not only at low contrasts. 



We also analyzed the percentage decrease in letters read between 100% contrast and 
2.5% contrast at the same distance. This calculation utilizes each subject’s performance at 100% 
contrast as a baseline measurement of their visual acuity. PD subjects only had a significantly 
greater decrease in letters read at 2 m, not at 40 cm. This measurement indicates that, while 2.5% 
contrast is difficult for all subjects to see, it may be especially difficult for those with PD at 
greater distances. 

PD subjects could not distinguish between hues as well as controls on the Farnsworth-
Munsell 100 Hue test. It is also important to note the variability of the results: Although more PD 
subjects participated in the study, their results were more variable than controls. This may be due 
to the variable nature of the disease, or possibly due to the PD subjects’ difficulty operating the 
computer mouse because of their tremors. 

These findings are not manifested in upper-level visual function due to redundancy—
other brain areas are able to compromise in order to process the appropriate information. 

 
4.2 Ventral Visual Pathway 
  

The majority of the ventral visual was not significantly different between groups. 
However, the Jane Faces test had some statistically significant differences: 
 The Spacing portion of the Jane Faces test was significantly different in terms of both 
time and accuracy. This may be because the Spacing portion requires low-level visual processing 
of the features on the faces—for example, to judge the distance between the mouth and the nose, 
the participant must view those features as whole, individual objects instead of focusing on 
details on one portion of the feature. Thus, the participant may rely more heavily on low-level 
visual processing of the Spacing features compared to Feature and Contour-variable pictures. 
 The Cousins portion of the Jane Faces test was only significantly different in terms of 
RT. This may be due to PD subjects’ inability to process faces as quickly as controls, which 
could be due to deterioration of the Fusiform Face Area (located in the ventral visual pathway). 
However, this claim is not supported by the Famous Faces test. It should be noted that the 
Famous Faces test only measures subjects’ ability to identify faces they have already seen before 
while the Cousins portion of the Jane Faces test measures subjects’ ability to compare people 
they have never seen before. 
 The accuracy of the Featural portion of the Jane Faces test was significantly different 
between PD and control subjects. This may be tied to low-level vision: Since PD subjects 
performed significantly less accurately on the Contrast Sensitivity test, this phenomenon could 
be exemplified in other tests such as the Featural portion of the Jane Faces test. 
 Overall, the ventral visual pathway is intact in PD patients unless the system is stressed 
by increasing test difficulty. The Jane Faces test is by far the most difficult test out of all tests on 
the ventral visual system. The results of the Jane Faces test were also the only results that were 
statistically significant. 
 



4.3 Dorsal Visual Pathway 
 
 According to the findings, there may be some degeneration of the dorsal visual pathway 
in PD patients. PD subjects completed the King-Devick test and all three Cancellation tests in 
significantly greater amount of time compared to control subjects. PD subjects did not perform 
the Indoor-Outdoor Scenes in a significantly different amount of time compared to control 
subjects. Mean accuracy on all three Cancellation tests was not significant; accuracy on the 
Indoor-Outdoor Scenes and King-Devick tests were not measured. 
 While these results may lead us to believe the dorsal visual pathway could be affected in 
PD patients, it is important to consider the issue of dexterity and fine motor skills in PD patients. 
PD patients performed significantly slower on the Purdue Pegboard test compared to controls, 
indicating that dexterity is indeed a factor to consider. The Cancellation test is the only test that 
could have been affected by dexterity because it is the only test that requires participants use a 
pen to perform the task. Because of this, I cannot be certain that the significance of RTs on the 
Cancellation test is purely due to dysfunction in the dorsal visual pathway; it may also be due to 
the ability of PD patients to quickly use a pen. 
 However, the King-Devick test did not require participants to use a pen or a keyboard to 
perform the test; participants simply dictated the numbers. Therefore, the significance on the 
King-Devick test may be attributed to dysfunction in the dorsal visual pathway. 
 
4.4 Cognition 
 
 Cognitive performance on the Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA) was not 
significant in any individual category, nor was it significant in terms of total scores. These results 
prove that cognitive ability does not affect subjects’ performance on all other tasks. Therefore, 
the results of the tests can be attributed to the functioning of the brain area that they test. 
 Additionally, while 30% of control and 48% of PD subjects have experienced visual 
hallucinations or visual illusions recently, it is important to note that hallucinations may be more 
severe, frequent, or recent in PD patients than in controls. 
 
4.5 Top-Down Executive Function 
 
 There is some evidence that supports the claim that top-down executive function is 
affected by PD. PD patients had significantly slower RTs on both congruent and incongruent 
trials of the Flanker test. Additionally, PD patients scored had significantly lower accuracies on 
both trials of the Antisaccade test and, interestingly, only on the congruent trials of the Flanker 
test. 
 The decreased accuracies on the Antisaccade test was to be expected: The ability to 
inhibit motor function (including movements of the eye) was much more difficult for PD patients 
to do compared to controls. Additionally, both groups showed a practice effect between the first 



Antisaccade trial and the second Antisaccade trial; however, the difference between the first and 
second trial was still statistically significant. 
 Additionally, PD subjects had a significantly greater RT on both the congruent as well as 
the incongruent trials of the Flanker test. Once again, this increased RT may be due to decreased 
dexterity in PD participants instead of the inability to process the information as quickly as 
controls. Recall that the Flanker test requires participants to press keys on the keyboard to 
indicate the direction of the central arrow. Although not noticeable to the administrator, the 
decreased dexterity may be to blame for the performance on the Flanker test. 
 Interestingly, accuracy on the Flanker test was only significantly different on congruent 
trials; there was no significant difference between groups on the incongruent trials. This was not 
expected because the arrows to either side of the central arrow were supposed to act as 
“distractors,” potentially leading the participant to mistake the central arrow for those on the side 
of it. The significant difference on the congruent trials of the Flanker test is most likely due to a 
ceiling effect in controls. 
 
4.6 Motor Function 
 
 Finally, motor function was measured using the Purdue Pegboard. PD participants placed 
significantly less pins in the pegboard compared to controls. This is to be expected, as PD is a 
disease that affects motor function, including fine motor skills and dexterity. 
 The results of the Purdue Pegboard can be used to explain some peculiar results in this 
study—specifically unexpectedly greater RTs on tests that involve the use of a computer mouse 
or a pen. The results of the Purdue Pegboard test exemplifies why it is important to proceed with 
caution when making claims about results that could be affected by subjects’ dexterity. In my 
opinion, a much more sure way of measuring RT would be solely by voice response. 
 
4.7 Summary 
 
 The findings suggest that low-level vision, the dorsal visual pathway, and top-down 
executive function may be impaired in PD. The ventral visual pathway was only significantly 
impaired on difficult tests. This could be due to the nature of the disease, as Lewy bodies start at 
the brainstem and work toward the cerebral cortex of the brain and dopaminergic amacrine cells 
in the retina. Because of these findings, perhaps the dorsal portions of the cerebral cortex are 
affected before Lewy bodies reach the ventral portions of the cerebral cortex. 
 It is important to consider the RTs of all PD subjects on all tests. The nature of PD slows 
each patient down in many ways: dexterity, vocal function, and cognition. The RTs of many of 
these tests indicate PD patients do indeed need more time to perform various tasks, but we 
cannot be certain exactly what this is due to—possibly the effects of the disease on the basal 
ganglia or the effects of Lewy bodies in other cortical areas, or both. 



 The number of PD and control participants may have affected the results. It would have 
been ideal to have an equal number of PD and control participants; additionally, including more 
participants would have decreased the variability of the results. I believe that results that had p-
values just over 0.05 may have been statistically significant if an equal number of PD and control 
subjects had been included or if more participants total had been tested. 
 There is definitely room for future research on this subject. Additional data analysis on 
current data is needed: calculating the differences between “hard” and “easy” trials of each 
subject on a given task is needed to understand the effect each test on individual subjects, not 
only individual groups. Besides motor control deficits in PD, very little is known about other 
brain areas the disease affects. Ultimately, it would be ideal to be able to tag Lewy bodies so that 
they may become visible using scanning technology. In the meantime, more cognitive testing 
should be administered, particularly on cognitive processes that were not included in this study. 
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